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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A bulk package for a multiple-ream stack of cut size 
paper designed for use with copy making machines. The 
package is a paperboard carton of a size suf?cient to hold 
several reams. The carton is encircled by a tear strip 
which when removed to open the carton, detaches a 
portion of the top‘and two side panels of the carton at 
one end to expose the top and sides of the paper stack 
at that end. A substantial portion of the bottom panel of 
the carton is retained to provide support for the stack. 
The opened carton containing the stack acts as a service 
tray which can be placed on the delivery platform of a 
copy making machine ready for use. 

Background of the invention 

This invention relates to an improved bulk package 
for cut size paper designed for use with copy making 
machines. ‘ 

The present practice is to wrap individual 500 sheet 
reams of cut size paper in a protective paper overwrap. 
Several of these individually wrapped reams are then 
packed into an outer corrugated shipping container for 
shipment to customers. When made ready for use, the 
individual packages must be unwrapped and the contents 
of several packages stacked on the delivery platform of 
the copy making machine. 
Modern copying machines turn out copies at an ever 

increasing rate, thus require constant replenishment of the 
cut size paper used to supply the machine. Replacement 
of the cut size paper from individually wrapped 500 
sheet reams is time-consuming and inefficient. An im 
proved handling means obviously would be a step forward 
in the art. 
The bulk package of this invention eliminates the 

individually wrapped ream and permits more e?icient 
handling of the paper. 
The package is in the form of a paperboard carton 

containing several reams of paper. The carton is designed, 
so that, after it is opened, a major portion of the carton 
remains with the cut size paper stack when it is placed 
on the machine. The opened carton acts as a service tray 
for handling the stack while maintaining the stack of 
sheets in aligned arrangement. 

Summary of the invention 

The improved bulk package of this invention com 
prises a heavy paperboard carton of a size su?icient to 
hold several reams of cut size paper. While the number 
of reams is optional, a carton large enough to hold a 
stack of six reams, or 3,000 sheets, is a preferred size. 
'The carton is provided with a circumferential tear 

strip which passes through the top panel, the two side 
panels, and the bottom panel of the carton. When the 
tear strip is torn off, the end panel at the front of the 
carton and portions of the top and side panels are removed 
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to expose the corresponding top ‘and sides of the sheet 
stack. The tear strip extends through the bottom panel 
in a manner to retain a major portion of the bottom panel 
underlying substantially the full length of the sheet stack. 
The unremoved portion of the carton comprising the side, 
top, and the rear end panel maintains the sheets in align 
ment, While the bottom panel provides support along sub 
stantially the entire length of the bottom of the stack. 
The opened carton containing the entire stack is placed 
on the delivery platform of a copy making machine with 
the open end facing the machine. The front and side 
edges of the sheets in the front portion of the stack are 
free of obstructions and are accessible to the sheet han 
dling mechanism of the machine without further handling 
or adjustment. 

It is therefore an object of this invention to provide a 
bulk package ‘for out size paper which may be easily 
opened and which, when opened, serves as a convenient 
service tray for handling the paper. 
Another object is to provide a more economical pack 

age for cut size paper designed for use with copy making 
machines. 

Still another object is to provide a bulk package for 
cut size paper which serves as a shipping carton and which 
converts to a service tray for the paper after being 
opened. 

Other objects and advantages will become apparent 
to those skilled in the art from the following speci?cation 
and attached drawing. 

Brief description of the drawings 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective View of one embodiment 

of a bulk pack-age carton having a removable tear strip 
arranged in accordance with the invention. 3 
FIGURE 2 is a perspective view similar to FIG. 1, 

in which the tear strip and the front end of the carton 
have been removed. 
The package of FIG. 1 comprises a rectangular carton 

30 of heavy paperboard containing several reams of cut 
size paper. The carton 30 comprises a top panel 31, a 
bottom panel 32, side panels 33 and 34, rear end panel 
35, ‘and front end panel 36. The usual overlapping ?aps 
35 which seal the carton are preferably part of the end 
panels to provide additional reinforcement. 
A tear strip 37 and 37a encircles the carton, passing 

through the top, bottom and side panels. Portion 37 
of the tear strip is preferably spaced several inches back 
from front panel 36, extending up side panel 34, over 
top panel 31, and down side panel 33 where it joins tear 
strip extension 37a. Tear strip extension 37a, as a con 
tinuation of strip 37, extends diagonally from the ibottom 
of side panel 33 to a point short of the centerline of 
front'panel 36, past the centerline of front panel 36, and 
then diagonally back to tear strip 37 at the bottom of side 
panel 34. A graduated scale, as shown ‘at 38, may be 
printed on one or both side panels adjacent the tear 
strip on those portions of the carton which remain after 
the tear strip is removed, to indicate approximately how 
many sheets remain in the carton during use. 

In FIG. 2, the tear strip and end portions of the car 
ton have been removed exposing the front end of the stack 
cut size’ sheets 40. Side edges 41 and 42 of the sheets 
in the stack, and the surface of top sheet 43 are exposed, 
so that all edges are unobstructed and become accessible 
to the sheet handling mechanism of the copy making ma 
chine after the opened carton containing the sheet stack 
is placed on the delivery platform of the machine. 
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The tongue-like central section 44 of the bottom panel, 
which remains after the carton is opened, provides sup 
port for the front portion of sheet stack 40. 

Description of the preferred embodiment 
As shown in the drawings, the improved bulk pack 

age of this invention comprises a heavy paperboard car 
ton 30 of a size suf?cient to hold multiple reams of cut 
size paper 40. In the preferred embodiment the carton 
contains six reams, or 3,000 sheets. The number of sheets 
and size of carton being optional depending on the prefer 
ence of a customer or user. 

For a package of 3,000 sheets of 20# basis weight, 
81/2" x 11" paper, the appropriate outer dimensions of 
the carton are about 8%” wide, 11%” long and 11%” 
high, i.e., of a size su?icient to hold the stack of sheets 
snugly enough to prevent undesirable shifting. For ditfer 
ent sizes and numbers of sheets the ‘dimensions will vary 
accordingly. 
The carton stock should be strong enough to permit L 

shipment without damage, and preferably is of ?ame-re 
tardant and moisture-proof construction to protect the 
contents. 
The carton 40 is provided with a manually removable 

circumferential tear strip 37 and 37a which may con’ 
sist of either a pair of spaced perforated lines as shown; 
a conventional tear tape; a heavy cord; or other means 
suitable for the intended purpose. The tear strip 37, on 
the top and two side panels of the carton, preferably is 
spaced several inches back from the front end of the car- ; 
ton. In the preferred embodiment as shown, this distance 
is about four inches. It is also preferred that the tear 
strip in the top and side panels, be disposed in parallel 
alignment with the ends of the carton, although various 
other arrangements may be used. For example, when it 
is desirable to expose a larger portion of the top sheet as 
required by certain machines, the tear strip in the top 
panel may extend rearwardly so that most, or all, of the 
top panel can also be removed. 

In the embodiment shown, the tear strip starts at the 
bottom of one side panel 34, extends upwardly on said 
side panel for the full 111/4" height of the panel, passes 
crosswise over the top panel for its 8%" width, then down 
the other side panel for its full 11%” height. 

In the bottom panel 32, the tear strip 37a then runs 
diagonally from its terminal point at the bottom of one 
side panel to the front edge of the bottom panel at a 
point short of its center, continues along a central por 
tion of the bottom panel substantially coextensive with 
the front edge of the front end panel and then runs 
diagonally back to meet the terminal point of the tear 
strip at the bottom of the ?rst side panel. The width of 
the central portion of the bottom panel, as de?ned by the 
tear strip, at the point where it meets the front end of the 
stack is not critical. However, it should be of a width to 
provide support to the stack when the carton is opened. 
Preferably, it should not extend completely to the side 
edges since it is desirable for these edges to be free of 
obstructions. 
The user opens the package by tearing the strip up 

one side, over the top, then down the other side, and 
across the bottom. The detachable front portion of the 
carton thus formed is then completely separated from the 
remainder of the package. The opened package then looks 
like the FIG. 2 illustration. 

After the carton is opened and the front sections re 
moved, the remaining portions of the side, top and back 
panels maintain the sheets in the stack in alignment, while 
the bottom panel provides support along substantially the 
entire length of the bottom of the stack, leaving free the 
side portions of the sheets located at the bottom near 
the front of the stack. The front and side edges of the 
sheets, from top to bottom of the stack, are therefore 
completely free of obstructions and accessible to the sheet 
handling mechanism of the copy making machine when 
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the opened carton is placed onto the delivery platform 
of the machine. The central portion of the bottom panel 
which extends substantially to the front edge of the stack 
supports the exposed end of the stack to make it easy 
for the user to handle the opened package when placing 
it onto the platform. 

It is important'that, in the opened package, the bot 
tom panel of the carton extend for substantially the com 
plete length of the stack, especially along a major por 
tion of its longitudinal centerline. This enables the stack 
to be easily transported and placed onto the delivery 
platform, using substantially the full length of the bottom 
panel for support. In addition to providing support for 
handling the opened package, the full length of the re 
maining portion of the bottom panel is advantageous in 
that it maintains the stack of sheetsat the same level, 
front and back, until the entire stack is exhausted. 
From the drawing, it will be seen that one of the re 

maining side panels of the opened carton may be marked 
with a scale, or other indicia, along an edge of the tear 
strip line to enable the operator to determine the approxi 
mate number of sheets remaining in the stack when in use. 
Both remaining panels may be so marked, if desired. 

In constructing the package, the usual overlapping flaps 
used to seal the carton are preferably located at the 
front and back ends to provide additional strength during 
shipment and handling. 
The above-described carton is suitable for use with 

most copy making machines. Various changes may be 
made in the location of the tear strip to accommodate 
it to certain peculiarities of the machine with which it is 
to be used without departing from the spirit of the inven 
tion. 
For example the tear strip may extend up the sides as 

shown, but then may angle back to the rear of the top 
panel to provide a larger area of access to the top sheets 
for handling by the delivery mechanism of a machine. 
Along the bottom panel, however, the tear strip should 
be arranged so that at least the central portion of the 
panel extends substantially to the front of the stack after 
Opening. 

It will be further apparent to those skilled in the art, 
that other suitable changes, modi?cations and variations 
may be made without departing from the spirit and scope 
of the invention as defined in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A bulk package for multiple reams of cut size paper 

which comprises a rectangular paperboard carton and a 
multiple ream stack of cut size paper disposed therein; said 
carton having top and bottom panels, a ?rst side panel, a 
second side panel, and front and rear end panels; said 
carton having a manually removable tear strip disposed 
near the front end thereof and arranged to encircle said 
carton circumferentially, starting at the bottom of said 
?rst side panel, extending to the top of said ?rst side 
panel, across said top panel, down said second side 
panel, and across said bottom panel back to the starting 
point; said tear strip in said side and top panels being 
spaced at least several inches from said front end while 
in said bottom panel said tear strip extends to said front 
end and is coextensive therewith in at least a central por 
tion thereof. 

2. The package of claim 1 in which at least one side 
panel has indicia adjacent the edge of said tear strip op 
posite from said front end. 

3. The package of claim 1 in which the tear strip in 
said side and top panels is disposed substantially in 
parallel alignment to the carton ends. 

4. The package of claim 3 in which the tear strip in 
the bottom panel extends forward and diagonally inward 
from the bottom of the second side panel to a point short 
of the front centerline of said bottom panel, is substan 
tially coextensive with a center portion of the front edge 
of said bottom panel and then extends diagonally back 



ward to meet the starting point of the tear line at the 
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bottom of the ?rst side panel. 

1,791,344 
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